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Editor’s Note
I know that, just as today, the literature and poetry of the past has expressed a sense
of futility, that life is a cruel bastard. But it seemed to do so in a much more beautiful
way. To embody the old lady I’ve transcended into of late thanks to myriad surreal
experiences, I want to use the word, “Nowadays.” That being said: nowadays, the
prose that’s out there conveys little in the way of genuine emotion. The assembly line
called “the MFA program” has greatly affected the current landscape of literature. It
poses a great challenge to come across work that doesn’t have an artificial, utterly
forced air. Though this isn’t to deny that we’ve published a few MFA graduates (in this
very issue, no less). What can I say? Sometimes they melt my heart regardless of their
deliberately controlled prose style.
That being said, The Opiate, Vol. 6 is rife with material that evokes genuine emotion—
the sort that one imagines people experiencing on the regular “back in the day,”
when even “dime novels” like The Lost Weekend possessed the grit and grime of
unbridled human despair. Starting with Amy C. Berg’s “The Argonauts,” this issue
establishes a wellspring of no holds barred veracity. Detailing the distinct ennui
that monogamy and the associated disappointment can cause, “The Argonauts” is
a breathtaking work that establishes just how far the limits of suppression can take
you before you go a little batty. This leads in to the trajectory of the subsequent
story, Michael Tilley’s “Lovers’ Rock.” Centering on a protagonist with a fetish for
Asian women (yes, a tale as old as time), Tilley gives this proclivity a surprising
new perspective that takes a number of twists and turns, ultimately leading to a
denouement that offers an equally unexpected conclusion.
Following Tilley’s story is the continued serialization of Daniel Ryan Adler’s novel,
Sebastian’s Babylon. In chapter six, the focus of the protagonist continues to be an
aloof object of his affection, one who he recently took to Venice only to be shafted in
the end. Here, we find the eponymous character in a setting that allows for the ulitmate
in rumination: the dog races. Sam Farhi succeeds this with “Don’t Matter,” a sort of
Southern-tinged literary incarnation of Xavier Dolan’s Mommy. With a rhythm that
barely leaves you pacing room to stop (nor would you want to), you’ll find yourself
getting to the end and hoping for more.
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Rounding out the fiction section for this issue is Malik Crumpler, who we’ve published in
print and online before, with the poems “When I Was A Husband” and “...Yep.” This
time around, Crumpler gives us a first glimpse into the novel he’s working on, Rapper’s
Anonymous, with a chapter entitled, “Enheduanna: Rapping With Grandma’s Ghost.”
Commencing the poetry segment is Morgan Bazilian with “So much softer than I did
back then,” which accents the previous point I mentioned regarding the need for writers
to evoke more feeling with less strategem. Larry Jones, also a previously published
writer in The Opiate, Vol. 1 with “The $5- Poem” and “Prayer for New York City
2070,” as well as online with “mccauley’s morning after (st. pat’s)” and “from Jubilate
Neoleo (Harry, his cat),” speaks to us about one of the most fascinating topics on this
planet, “The Idyllic Landscape of the Male.”
Leanne Grabel’s distinct style (both poetically and artistically) begins with “Toothpicks”
and ends with “Blame.” Her illustrated poem, “The Day My Mother Died” has appeared
on theopiatemagazine.com. Emily Hockaday’s “La Niña Year” possesses the trenchant
portrait that is specific to anyone who has ever experienced New York, while her
second poem in this issue, “Division,” explores the depths of intimacy, and all the ways
it can fortify our insecurities.
Jeffrey Neilson then brings us “End Zone,” a poem from a collection he’s currently
working on called Hoarder, featuring a series of “prose boxes” that meditate on the
fine line between collecting and hoarding. Dharma Khalsa’s “Sensation” gives you just
that—one that is haunting, resonant and completely universal.
Manuela Williams, also previously published on our website with “Rain Covered His
Bones,” continues to bring her lush, delightfully irreverent voice to our print issue with
“Sentencing” and “Something you can do,” a study in the pain of Google searches.
Explorations of the seemingly small details in life persist with Debarun Sarkar’s “Metro
A/C.”
And then there is Lorcán Black, who proves himself “a small god of transformations” in the
span of “Ghost in the Machine,” a stunning look at just how witchy romantic reflection can
be. To end the poetry section is Jenny MacBain-Stephens, an all-knowing sage on matters
of birthmarks and yoga. She, too, has appeared on theopiatemagazine.com with “Saiga,”
“Robot (sex part I)” and “Robot (museum).”
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In the previous editor’s note for Vol. 5, I mentioned desperately seeking someone with
a knack for writing criticism. That person has still not materialized, and thus, I give you
“Maternal Paranoia & Boris Vian’s Heartsnatcher.”
May the summer leave you with many memorable mistakes worth writing about.
Yours very sincerely,
Genna Rivieccio
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The Argonauts
Amy C. Berg

suggested.
“What’s going on, Jason?”
“I’d rather talk in person.”
She didn’t want to talk in
person.
“The place with the green
and yellow awning,” she replied.
******

T

he children are at camp and the house is
quiet. It had been Jason’s idea to send them off
into the wilderness with their canteens and sleeping bags and insect repellent and sunscreen and
comic books. Fresh air, Jason had said, fresh air
and exercise are good for growing bodies.
Maddy takes another sip of wine. She’s
been staring out the window all afternoon, still
dressed in the yellow linen gown she slept in last
night. Her dark hair is greasy and sticking to her
forehead in unflattering clumps.
The day after they sent the kids to camp
he told her he was leaving. It wasn’t entirely unexpected. What do you mean? she had asked. I’ll
call you, he had said.
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******

back?”
beat.

Maddy was asleep when the phone rang.
“Hello?”
“Did I wake you?”
“No, I was just cleaning the kitchen.”
“Is now a good time? Should I call
“No, it’s okay.” She tried to sound up-

“Maybe we should meet for a drink.”
“I don’t know,” she said. “Aren’t you
coming home?”
“We could meet at that café on 9th Street,
the one with the green and yellow awning,” he

They’re meeting in an hour.
Pouring wine into an antique glass
they bought at a flea market, she
breathes a long sigh of relief. It will
be over soon. Whatever happens,
things won’t be the same. But maybe
that’s fine, she thinks, this isn’t my
life, anyway. I woke up one day and
had this life that I didn’t choose. And
he can see that somehow. This is a
dream, a shell, not real at all.
Letting the days go by, let the water
hold me down. She hums the lyrics to a
Talking Heads song as she loads dirty
dishes into the dishwasher.
Maybe she should tell him
that when the children were born
she fantasized about putting them in
one of the cobalt blue recycling bins
along with the empty Diet Coke cans
and wine bottles. Maybe he knew.
Maybe that’s why he left. Or she
could tell him that she dreams about
islands and oceans and sunsets and
about velvet beaches and the metallic
taste of salty air. She could tell him
that in all of these dreams he’s dead.
And the children are dead. And
the twenty-year-old bartender he’s
fucking is dead. And not just dead,
but chopped up into little bruised
pieces of flesh, floating, rotted and
mealy, in her dream-ocean.
She brushes her hair. It’s
almost seven by the time she leaves
the house. A web of pollen from
the cottonwood trees in the front

yard covers her windshield, but why
bother to clear it, she thinks. She
heads for the café with the green
and yellow awning. Maybe she’ll tell
him all about her death-dreams. She
turns down 9th street and passes the
café, finally flipping the windshield
wipers on to clear the delicate lace of
cottonwood.
He’s on the corner, about to
cross the street.
She speeds up as he turns
toward the car.

blood obscures the view, and right
before his head explodes against the
hood and the flowers he’s holding fall
to the street, she sees the vulnerability
in his eyes and knows for a moment
what he looked like as a child. And
then it’s over.
I was asleep, I was asleep, I was
asleep, she thinks.

******
notices:

Here are the things she

The song on the radio.
A lingering smell of vomit
from the time both of the kids had
food poisoning and got sick in the
back seat.
The particular way that
twilight has of soaking everything in
warm amber.
Her nagging suspicion that
nothing matters.
Stale coffee on her tongue
and lips.
Chirping, discordant sounds
coming from the restaurants that line
the street.
The way Jason looks small
and contrite as he walks toward her
car.
It’s all there in front of her in
that one moment, chaotic and whole,
like waking up from a dream. She’s
floating above it all. I was asleep, I
was asleep, I was asleep, she thinks.
Through the windshield she
sees recognition and revelation in his
face. She feels the thin slab of rubber
and steel between the sole of her
foot and the floor of the car and she
continues to accelerate. Before the
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Lovers’ Rock - Michael Tilley

Lovers’ Rock
Michael Tilley

T

he first thing to say is that I did not kill her.
Believe me or not—you won’t be alone should
you choose the latter—but this is the truth and
has been confirmed as such by the authorities.
“Accidental Death” reads the coroner’s report,
courtesy of an act of God.
Which is not to deny the suspiciousness
of the circumstances surrounding last month’s
tragedy. To wit: a twenty-six-year-old Vietnamese national, having arrived in the United States
only the day before, is, despite dismal weather,
ushered first to a desolate beach, and thence to
a rain-slicked boulder far from shore, where, according to the testimony of the sole witness to the
event, the widowered professor twice her age
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whom she has traveled here to marry without
ever meeting in person, she is swept away suddenly by a so-called “sneaker wave,” her body yet
to be recovered.
Nor, mind you, should this citing of official exoneration be taken as a claim of total innocence.
1. Lust
Let me be frank: I harbor what is commonly known as a fetish—a fetish, specifically, for
Asian women. It has always been so. Indeed,
even as far back as my earliest sexual stirrings,
when the sight of most any female instantaneous-

ly quickened the pulse, the slightest
glimpse of the Asian variety, regardless of her exact appearance, inflamed my passions to an unrivalled
degree. Though, like many a youth,
chronically uncertain, endlessly fickle
in my fancies and aspirations, I somehow knew already, and with absolute
assurance, where my carnal destiny
lay.
Unfortunately, owing to my
provincial upbringing, it was only in
a two-dimensional sense, via the pages of magazines or TV and movie
screens, that I could manage in those
days my special taste’s satisfaction
(if the word may even be applied to
such lame and frustrating conditions).
And so I consoled myself with visions
of the wider world, of an inevitable
future spent surrounded by the delicious objects of my deepest desire.
With time my fixation only
grew in intensity, the inability to indulge it becoming ever more excruciating, so that eventually there were
moments during high school when I
truly thought I might go mad. When
finally the day of my departure for
college arrived, I had already been
gripped for months by a kind of anticipatory frenzy, possessed by lurid
fantasies of the imminent sating of
my cravings. (A mania that, en route
to school, reached a barely-controlled
crescendo in the back seat of the
family car.) You can well imagine the
scale of my dismay, then, on soon discovering that my home for the next
four years, this idyllic hilltop campus
I had pictured as the epitome of cosmopolitanism, boasted in reality a
minuscule community of Asian students—and two-thirds of these were
males!
The upshot: This skimpy
pool of possibilities yielded, across

my entire undergraduate career, just
a few chaste dates that led to nothing.
What a monstrous disappointment.
(Allow me to interject an observation, namely that this is very much
a story of its time—i.e., pre-Internet
and pre-focus on diversity within higher education. Quite simply, a young
person today with a predilection like
mine, able to obtain electronically all
the pertinent demographic data on a
school, which every institution now
discloses as a matter of course, would
never in a million years commit the
blunder I did.)
In any event, let me continue…
Having squandered such a
chunk of peak virility marooned in an
erotic wasteland, I was ferociously determined as I prepared to begin graduate studies not to repeat this agony
during the next phase of my life. And
so, from the shabby confines of my
senior year apartment, I commenced
an effort to find a program wholly accommodative of my lascivious needs.
The targets of this phone campaign
were, logically, the admissions offices
of each university I was considering,
custodians of the information vital to
my success. My scheme was simple:
partly out of discretion and partly for
my own amusement, I assumed the
persona of an earnest young American teaching in Asia (the specific
country varied according to whim),
now calling on behalf of a rather
introverted pupil—a potential exchange student—for whom I wished
to ensure as cozy a transition to the
States as possible. Ergo: exactly how
many students of Asian ancestry, undergraduate and graduate combined,
matriculated at the school?
The ruse worked every time. And
before long I could clearly identify—

without, I must emphasize, having to
sacrifice anything in the way of academic rigor or prestige—the most
sensually promising of all my options.
My decision was made.
Though the final days of
college still remained to be endured,
from that moment forward I was
merely marking time. I existed in
a sort of perpetual dream state, my
mind always on the future, alternately delirious at the ecstasy awaiting me
and vexed I could not yet seize it. At
last, however, this limbo reached an
end.
As I set out for paradise on
a wet, humid morning that nonetheless seemed the loveliest I had
known, the reveries rocketing wildly
about my head, fired by the heat of
long-thwarted yearning, made my
lewd meditations on the drive to college with my parents appear quite innocent by comparison.
Thank heavens that this time
I was alone in my own car.
2. Love
In light of all this, the following
may shock you: less than a week later, on just the second day of classes, while hoping to espy from a seat
on a campus bench a few of those
Asian lasses I had mentally seduced
for months, I met by chance a fellow
student I fast became enthralled with
and eventually married—a Caucasian named Lucy.
But how, you ask, could this
possibly be? What about this person,
a blue-eyed, honey-haired, archetypal
All-American Girl; the sort of young
woman who, when others would
nudge and ogle as she passed, had
always drawn from me a dismissive
wrinkle of the nose—in short, the
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very antithesis of my great fantasy
since pubescence—could ever cause
me to me to renounce, at the drop of
a hat, such a ravenous and abiding
hunger? 		
To which I answer: everything.
It is no exaggeration. Lucy’s allure was utterly unbounded,
ensnaring me on all conceivable levels. Instantly obvious as a singular
creature, and constantly present in

unimaginable person had matured
into something that crushed my old
kink.
There remained, make no
mistake, a certain fondness for Asian
women. Yet the nature of that fondness was fundamentally changed.
Meaning: Asianus feminae now sparked
not extravagant fleshly desire, but
simply a calm, almost clinical appreciation, akin to the attitude with

teaching careers led, I felt exactly the
same. That our marriage had proved
exceedingly ordinary, touched by all
the usual, wearisome, occasionally painful realities of the institution
and life in general, weakened this
conviction not a bit; indeed quite the
opposite. For reflecting on our time
together through the lens of middle
age, with the benefit of the experience and the perspective that implies,

my thoughts just as soon, I discerned
in her nary a flaw or even a trace of
one, only virtue upon virtue exquisitely entwined in a sublime whole. A
dazzler, she was, a bestower of bliss;
so thoroughly bewitching her not being Asian barely occurred to me, and
when it did I merely shrugged.
For Lucy was perfection.
I am speaking of infatuation, destined, like all infatuations,
ultimately to ebb. But—and here is
the crucial point—for as long as it did
last it protected the genuine affection
inside me, allowing it time to deepen
and grow, so that when the inevitable ebbing occurred, and I no longer
was blind to every female but Lucy, I
found that my feelings for this once

which one might regard fine objects
in a museum. In a sense, then, what
with this presence of affinity yet absence of physical intimacy, a resemblance to the past could be seen. The
monumental distinction, of course,
was that unlike the tormented wretch
I had been then, a pitiable victim of
circumstance, currently it was joyously and of my own free will, without
any ambivalence in the least, that
I did not partake sexually in what I
once believed essential to my fulfillment.
All I needed for that, I now
knew, was to be with Lucy forever.
Over twenty years later, anchored in a fairly humdrum existence
here in this little village where our

it was clear that in whatever difficulty
or disappointment we had found, in
the failure of actual events to match
the Utopian visions of our earliest
days, lay in fact the total validation of
my faith in her.
Because thanks to my wife,
you see, I had always been happy
anyway.
Alas, Lucy died at the age of
forty-six, lost to the same affliction
that stripped her of the capacity to
bear children.

“I had become, for
all intents and purposes, asexual.”
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3. The Wilderness
For the next five years I lived
a life of monkishness, immersing myself fully in those keystones of my

world still in place. Day after day,
then, without even a thought of deviation, scarcely a waking moment was
spent not reading or writing, or else
on the assorted professional duties I
embraced like never before. (I became, frankly, a far better employee
of the University.) But otherwise—
nothing. I took up no hobbies; socialized only if unavoidable; and, aside
from driving each Christmas to the
home of my sister, seven hours distant, rarely ventured far from town.
Travel, once such a joy, no
longer held any appeal.
As for the realm of the erotic
during this period, that is a kind of
nullity. For the simple truth is this:
Upon Lucy’s death all animal want
promptly fled me; quite literally vanished; was scrubbed and scraped
from every cranny of my being and
seemingly, as if decreed by some hidden gatekeeper of the soul, forbidden
ever to return. It was the absolute
erasure of lust, its sheer obliteration
right down to the level of obscure
longing. Indeed, I could behold in
that somber season the most toothsome Asian female, a man protractedly excluded from the pleasures of
the flesh, and yet find kindled within
me not the faintest flicker of concupiscence.
I had become, for all intents
and purposes, asexual.
At any rate, five years, as I
said, slipped by in this fashion. That
the balance of life would pass in precisely the same way was, I recognized,
a foregone conclusion.
I did not care.
4. Gerry Biddle
What ended in horror on a
dreary, drizzly morning began in the

golden splendor of a glorious autumn
afternoon. It was a Saturday—the
memory of chanting pennant-wavers
parading to the football field confirms
it—and I was relaxing with the Times
on a bench in the village green. A
brilliant cerulean sky, its cloudless purity punctured only by the gleaming
town hall steeple, sprawled overhead.
The air, wonderfully crisp and tinged
with wood smoke, carried on it the
strains of an unseen violin. Children
scampered madly about the grass,
squealing with delight, while a trio
of mallards, taking leave of the little
pond at the far end of the lawn, dozed
in a row beneath a nearby bush, not
far from an old farmer selling apples
and honey.
Now and then I paused to
enjoy these surroundings, to raise my
face to the lush warmth of the sun.
The day, I tell you, was marvelous.
It was during one of these
periodic pauses that my eye fell on a
snowy-haired man sitting on a bench
across the way, in the shade of a lovely maple whose tenaciously thick foliage, trembling in the breeze, was a
flamboyant medley of orange, yellow
and red. I had no clue how long he’d
been there, whether I’d somehow
missed him earlier or if he’d just arrived while I was reading. Either way,
I knew him. His name was Gerry
Biddle.
Now, on many college campuses you will find a certain eminent
individual, frequently connected to
the world of athletics, who is treated
with near universal reverence; whose
affiliation with the institution begets
towering collective pride; whose illustrious standing can even seem, at
times, to surpass the merely heroic
and border on the God-like. Gerry
Biddle—known to all simply as “Ger-

ry”—was just such a person. In his
particular case, idolization sprang
from extraordinary success as head
baseball coach, sustained over the
course of decades. (It did not hurt,
surely, that his physical appearance
—tall and chisel-faced, strapping yet
graceful—fit the part perfectly.) He
was still quite young when he joined
the ranks of the exalted. Now in his
early seventies, recently retired as
coach, he remained via continued
association with the University (specifically, a sinecure in Development) a
highly visible figure held in undiminished esteem. The previous spring
had been established the Gerard P.
Biddle Endowed Chair for Baseball.
My own personal opinion of
Gerry, a very casual acquaintance I
saw but every so often around town,
jibed with the prevailing view. This
regard, however, had nothing at all to
do with baseball. Rather, I invariably
found him excellent company, genial
and witty with a great taste for gossip and a devilish sense of humor.
There was about him, too, an air of
substance, of a perhaps not fully appreciated complexity. In the annals
of the Department of Athletics, certainly, that benighted bastion of the
vulgar and the vicious, he stood out
as a superior individual—a veritable
titan among pygmies.
And yet as I now observed the
man the only thing about him I could
think of was this: for the twenty-five
years since the death of his wife, he
had lived in unbroken domestic solitude.
News to me this parallel was
not. But for five long years, loath to
contemplate the sad reality of my
widowerhood, I simply refused to
entertain it. The sight of Gerry had
changed that. For watching him, still
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as a statue amidst the swirl of the
green, what I saw before my eyes was
not the person I knew but a kind of
ghost: a gray-faced man gazing vacantly into space; a shrunken man in
a needless coat that seemed to betray
a morbid fear of a cold; a slumped
man, just now showing a queer tic
about the mouth, propped against the
arm rail of his bench as if requiring
the support.
What I saw, in short, was an
old man, in light of which Gerry’s solitude somehow registered at that second as completely natural.
And then, in the next turn of
mind, there occurred to me the following related thought: for a man of
my comparatively youthful (not to say
young) vintage, by contrast, this very
same existence was a grossly abnormal thing.
Now, given my chosen lifestyle subsequent to Lucy’s death, and
the staunchness of my commitment
to it, you might expect this insight to
come as quite radical and unsettling,
to provoke, at a minimum, a vigorous
internal debate. Yet in fact the opposite was true. Yes, serenely and unreservedly, I accepted it in an instant as
indisputably valid, and surrendered
myself fully to the way forth it implied.
The time had arrived to seek
another mate.
Springing to my feet, I waved
goodbye to Gerry. When he failed to
respond, I stepped more directly into
his line of vision and waved again.
This time he returned the gesture, but
only after a kind of paralyzed pause
in which a puzzled look passed over
his face. I regarded him a moment,
waving wanly and seeming out of
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sorts, and decided it prudent just to
slip off.
Which I did, and immediately began pondering how best to proceed.
(Postscript: Six months later,
Gerry was dead. My assumption, unconfirmed, is that he was already ill
that day on the green.)
5. First Principles
If the events of my life had
taught any lesson, it was that romance
might blossom when least expected, contentment take the unlikeliest
form. As I struck out in my new direction, then, a sworn broad-mindedness towards the opposite sex showed
the way.
This lasted less than a week.
I was just being realistic.
Only a fool could ignore that during
those first days of the endeavor, with
abstract notions of potential inamoratas commencing to flitter about my
head, never—not even once—was
the subject of such imaginings anything but an Asian woman. I had,
it turned out, misapprehended the
moral of my wife’s appeal. More
than demonstrating the randomness
and serendipity involved in finding
romance, it attested above all to how
Lucy, in her ability as a Caucasian to
arouse my interest, let alone to win
my love, was absolutely sui generis.
In view of which it seemed clear: all
my future attention would be focused
exclusively on Asian women.
Ostensibly, therefore, I mirrored my youthful self in matters
d’amour. Yet if my taste in women had
persisted through the years, it was a
far different version of my former

proclivity that I now nursed. Sexual urge, of course, continued to be a
factor. (Who could deny that at the
root of my very specific inclination,
today as in the past, was idiosyncratic erotic attraction?) But whereas my
hunger pre-Lucy was all-consuming,
its wanton feeding my monomaniacal
concern, I resumed the role of suitor
driven instead by a higher purpose. I
speak of friendship. Of Lucy’s friendship and its replacement. Of trying to
replace what I finally acknowledged,
reckoning at last with my emotions,
as the piece of her I most achingly
mourned.
Next to this ambition carnal
considerations meant nothing.
And so: sex for its own sake,
indiscriminate coupling, would have
no place in courtship going forward.
Not merely was such crass and superficial behavior of zero interest, indeed
the very thought of it repulsed me.
No, I vowed, only upon establishing with a woman a kind of
harmony of souls; discerning in her
the qualities I most adored in Lucy;
and becoming convinced of the potential for a rich and abiding affiliation—only then would I engage in sensual relations.
And should these conditions
never be met, understand, in that
case I pledged to live chastely forever.
6. Dead End
A visiting instructor in the International Relations Department, Chinese-born and thirty-five with a specialization in Sino-African economic
ties, seemed a promising prospect.
Her rental of a cottage just down the
street, in conjunction with fortuitous-

ly synchronized teaching schedules,
had caused us to become acquainted
that autumn, about the time of my
epiphany on the green, during morning walks to campus. Over the course
of several weeks, our ambulatory dialogues grew steadily looser and more
expansive, eventually developing an
air of supreme ease and achieving a
certain personal frankness. I was, for
my part, hugely fond of these strolls
(even taking measures to ensure that
they occurred), and sensed the same
was true of my colleague. I permitted myself to wonder where this affinity might lead.
Then, in late November, a
storm sent an oak tree crashing into
her home, forcing her decampment to
the far side of town. Now, instantly,
I rarely ever saw her, and when I did
the old breeziness and fizz were gone.
The relationship, such as it was, had
plainly lost all momentum, and from
there the trajectory was inexorably
grim. It was a rotting; a withering;
an interpersonal desiccation. Her
acceptance of a tenure-track position
elsewhere, at the end of the academic
year, merely formalized the apparent.
I was about to relate another romantic fiasco, this one involving
the sudden appearance in town of a
mysterious Thai gourmet chef, but
actually I won’t bother. Too wretched, too humiliating.
More important, anyhow, is
to convey that there resided locally,
with the exception of strictly off-limits co-eds, not a single available Asian
female besides the aforementioned
pair. This was, alas, a too familiar
tale, only the latest instance (recall my
adolescent and college experiences)
of my special yen’s thwarting by the

racial homogeneity of a remote little
community. Lucy, the simple fact of
her, had resolved the tension by rendering it irrelevant, but in her absence
it loomed as intractable as ever.
So what was I to do?
7. The Sedentary Searcher
I will be candid: from the
very first moment they entered my
consciousness until the stage in the
narrative at which we now have arrived, I viewed dating websites with
violent disdain, dismissing as hokum
their purported value in the pursuit
of love, deriding them as the playground of the pitiable and the perverted.
Ah, but what dogma stands
invulnerable to desperation?
And severely desperate I
surely was.
I began by assessing the lay
of the land. Websites geared to men
wishing to “meet” Asian women, I
quickly found, populated the Internet in astonishing abundance. Thus,
even considering the need to cull the
many less than wholesome options
among them, identifying a bevy of
suitable venues was no trouble for me
at all.
More challenging was the
production of a profile for posting,
a task to which I devoted as much
care as I would the preparation of a
paper for publication. The process
consumed an entire agonizing week.
Finally, however, after numerous false
starts and untold revisions, I felt confident I had fashioned a self-portrayal
both honest and fairly attractive. (Less
pleasing: The obligatory accompanying photo of myself, which, while the

best I could turn up, seemed just not
quite as flattering as it should be.
There was nothing left to do
but start.
Inside of an hour I received
my first “ping,” courtesy of a middle-aged Japanese-American dramaturge seeking “a man to laugh, cry
and grow old with.” Though obviously appalled by this locution, I noted enough of interest in the woman’s
profile to merit a reply. I shouldn’t
have bothered. Our correspondence
was stillborn, instantly doomed by
a complete lack of rapport. (Given
that awful introductory mawkishness,
what else did I expect?) But no matter.
For already a host of beguiling alternatives awaited my attention.
Success, I apprehended,
would demand diligent application,
careful tending to all facets of the
project in which I was engaged. And
so, every morning on waking and
again at night before bed, automatically and intently, I settled in front
of my glowing computer to venture
once more upon my quest. (A quest
conducted, true, in the comfort of my
study; from the seat of a plush desk
chair; and, save the tap of a keyboard
and the manipulation of a mouse, absent any physical exertion—and yet,
in its required navigation of unknown
realms; where all were strangers and
curious customs prevailed; and with
my fate hinging, ultimately, on persistence and luck, a quest just the
same.)
A fundamental principle
fast became clear: the discipline with
which I discharged my own online
duties did not extend to the broader
affair. Rather, contingent as they were
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upon the mysteries of the heart, with
all the volatility implied, the proceedings rejected any orderly unfolding,
instead insisting on unruliness. My
journey, then: frequently bizarre,
prone to surprise detours, endlessly
toggling between progress and stasis
and exciting, as a result of all this, a
correspondingly kaleidoscopic riot of
emotions.
It was simultaneously invigorating and exhausting.
As for the specific connections I made, how to define them,
to categorize them in conventional
terms—I have no answers; designations elude me; the conventional
terms seem not to apply. What I can
say, however, is that there could be
found within the collective corpus of
communication distinct levels of significance. The lion’s share was less
than trivial, defunct in a flash and just
as quickly forgotten—a total waste of
time (see the dramaturge). The next
tier, modestly-sized, comprised correspondence touched at its start by an
attraction altogether missing in the
majority, but which nonetheless fizzled when the attraction failed to mature. (This batch I rated worthwhile
even if fruitless.)
And then, fixed on a plane
far, far above, came a third and final
class of association, infinitely more
serious and absorbing than the other two, in which on very rare occasions (four, to be exact) I chanced to
find myself engaged. I refer to those
exceptional cases when, owing to obscure chemistry, that initial seed of attraction did in fact develop, strengthening and blossoming with every new
exchange until, before long, it seemed
to bend towards something more
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profound. When, unlike the flimsy,
shallow rest, we were moved to cast
off the constraints of the computer,
and the distance between us shrank,
so that there were phone conversations and birthday cards in the mail,
even tentative talk of soon meeting in
the flesh. And when, perceiving in my
sweetheart signs of the partner I so
pined for, hope sang through me, and
I dared to imagine my quest was near
an end.
But alas, sometimes gradually and sometimes quite abruptly,
whether for reasons unanticipated
or unexplained or explained yet not
believed (I speak here from the standpoint of the spurned, which, rather pathetically, happened without
exception to be the part I played),
each of these flirtations ultimately
collapsed. It was, in every instance,
a bitter disappointment, tinged not
just with sadness but also a shade of
real pain. It startled me, that pain;
after all, I had never actually met the
individuals for whom I harbored it,
a fact seemingly sufficient, under the
lamp of rational analysis, to preclude
its possibility. And yet there it was.
What a ludicrous age we live in.
I thought at these gloomy
moments of Lucy, felt anew and
acutely how much I missed her. And
saw, too, that this hurt only underlined the need to push on.
And so I did.
8. Mai
I suppose it was a kind of
shock, amazement at the sheer reality
of her presence—her actual, physical
presence, going on four hours now,
following a departure from Hanoi

the previous evening—that kept me
nailed to the bed face-up, eyes hammered shut and legs draped over the
side, when I should have been getting
ready. After spending all afternoon in
the car, driving straight from the airport out to the coast, we had checkedin here, at our bare-bones little motel
by the beach, in order to freshen up
quickly before dinner. It was meant
to be a pit stop; our reservation was
in twenty minutes.
And yet, even with the time
ticking by fast, I could not move a
muscle.
Instead I just lay there, utterly transfixed, listening with a sort
of wild avidity, with every summonable scintilla of my auditory capacity, to Mai bustling about next door.
(We’d agreed on separate rooms until our official engagement, and perhaps even for a period thereafter.) At
some point, in a corner of my mind
not obsessed with cataloguing all the
noises entering my ears, I imagined
myself as a character in a mystery
film, overhearing the perpetration of
a murder in minute and grisly detail
but, surreally, unable to see it. The
quite glaring difference, of course,
was that rather than being riveted by
the sound of heinous deeds, presently
I was spellbound by a symphony of
the totally mundane -- a jangling coat
hanger and a flushing toilet; a murmuring television and a squeaking
bedspring; even tantalizing silence
(what could she be doing?).
I acknowledged this distinction, mentally chuckled at the absurdity—and went on listening with
undimmed zeal, with unmitigated
stupefaction. I was helpless, I tell you.
For to have Mai here, at long last, like

some figure from the dream world
come to hyper-vivid life, seemed a
stroke of magic.
A few minutes more passed
in this same way. Then, out of the
blue, a vague anxiety burbled. Soon
the burbling turned to boiling and
anxiety became terror. Put it out of
your head, I thought, forget it, there’s
no point. But it was useless.
The feeling now possessed
me that in listening to Mai, I listened
to a stranger.
9. Backing Up
It was early last winter, just
shy of a year ago, as well as about a
year into my online enterprise, when
I first communicated with Mai. One
frigid morning, in the course of my
usual exertions at the computer, I
scrolled upon her newly posted profile
and, intrigued, fired off a note. I had
by then made countless such overtures; experience had taught not to
count on a reply. It was thus a delight
to find waiting that evening, on returning home from classes, a response
so charming (grateful though not excessively; reciprocally complimentary
but not fawning; its imperfect English
somehow massively endearing) that I
was compelled to dispatch one of my
own on the spot. And so on, back
and forth over the oceans, until shortly our correspondence was a fixture
of daily life.
And yet, truth be told, I did
not at the beginning deem Mai exceptional.
Let me go no further. I must
clarify the above. Understand: Mai’s
remarkable quality, that she ranked
among the few genuinely compelling

women I had run across on the Internet, was almost instantly apparent.
She exuded the kind-hearted nature
I sought. Playful and clever, curious
and quite shrewd, she looked a person with whom spending time would
be a pleasure. And then there was the
fact, the absolute immateriality of
which compared to character considerations cannot be stressed enough,
of her colossal physical appeal. Indeed, though my taste in Asian women had always been ecumenical in the
extreme, this particular young lady—
with her firm, sturdy-legged figure,
striking cheekbones and fleshy lips;
her creamy coffee-colored complexion and her smooth sable hair agleam
on the screen—seemed to tickle some
latent ideal.
To have such a specimen declare a preference for older men got
me tingling up and down.
All I meant to say a moment
ago, then, is that notwithstanding
her manifest virtues and immense
promise, I chose not to automatically
exalt Mai above that small clique of
women who, here and there over the
months, had likewise made a superb
first impression. Others, I remembered, had carried the same aura of
potential, and these days of easy rapport and ardent communication were
not without precedent.
But it was only a matter of
time, the birth of that exaltation—
just weeks, to be precise. It flowed
from a standard phase of any fledgling romance, namely our dialogue’s
shift from the superficial to the substantive. For presently, as the record
of Mai’s life commenced to be set
forth, and as she began to lay bare
her most intimate thoughts and feel-

ings, there rapidly took shape a clear
conception of this distant woman,
rooted deep in my own past, which
by dint of the connection it suggested caused my esteem for her to rise.
Her tale, you see, was vividly familiar. The bitter frustration with stifling
circumstances (above all, in Mai’s
case, claustrophobic family dwelling
in a cramped Hanoi apartment, and
odious employment screening certain
well-known websites for illicit content); the fervent longing for some
more fulfilling future—yes, I knew it
very well. And hearing it now had
sent me hurtling back in time, to
when Lucy and I were just starting
our careers, and put me in mind of
my wife’s first students, dogged strivers, immigrants mostly, who closed
hard days at menial jobs by sitting in
dingy classrooms late into the night.
Lucy, smitten and sentimental, sometimes called them “heroes.”
In truth, I grasped, the comparison did not flatter Mai. Despite her
avowed ambitions, she, unlike Lucy’s
students, had never been willing to
struggle after them in the unknown.
Questions as to her online motives
might thus be raised. I was not blind
to these questions, to the shadows
they threw. And yet I dismissed them
out of hand. Why? The explanation
is as simple as this: justified or not (it is
atrocious of me to say, I know, but the
point will always remain unsettled),
my instinct instructed me to trust Mai,
so that even as she admitted hoping,
in an optimal scenario, to satisfy by
her cyber-efforts various non-romantic desires, it was the simultaneously
asserted sanctity of her dream of authentic love—her insistence that any
situation absent this love was intoler-
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able, and that he to whom she committed could hence be assured of her
devotion—which struck me as obviously reflecting reality.
And so with every whisper
of doubt turned aside, what reigned
instead was the original impression,
that mental linkage with those bygone students. Amazing, really, the
sway of the thing—so potent I now
felt within me for Mai, swelling all the
time, the very same protective affection Lucy brimmed with way back
then.
It was as if she had granted
her imprimatur from the grave.
10. The Leap
Two, five, eight months
passed; unlike the others, Mai did
not drop away. We now communicated regularly via Skype, affording a
heightened intimacy and some semblance of verisimilitude (the latter of
which I habitually degraded, mind
you, by means of both strenuous prechat grooming and, across a 180°
range, the painstaking arrangement
of the tableau transmitted to Mai), as
well as during all hours of the day, a
procedural modification that promptly occasioned, predictably (indeed its
anticipation drove my initial policy of
restricting online dealings to morning
and night), a rank neglect of professional obligations for which I was
utterly without remorse. Further, all
dating accounts had been terminated, Mai’s and mine both, emblems
of a time we had each definitively left
behind.
Our commitment was as total as the Internet allowed.
The possibilities of the com-
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puter were exhausted; it could do
nothing more for us, offered no profitable path forward. The next step, I
knew, must be to take up our relationship in person, coupled with the marriage proposal Mai had signalled she
first required. With such a proposal
extended, she was apt to be agreeable
—in fact she had hinted as much for
some while now. Yet for me the issue
was more confused.
On the one hand, I was immensely fond of Mai, and to find a
woman about whom I felt just this
way, then develop with her a conventional union, by which I mean one
entailing physical coexistence, was
precisely what I had set out to do online. Moreover, I had no doubt that
our association, gratifying as it might
be at that moment, was bound before long to reach a point at which,
if merely kept in its current form, it
would start to turn stale and therefore
be doomed. And this, the prospect of
Mai’s deletion from my life, was awful
to consider.
At the same time, however, it
now was clear that my innate skepticism of computer courtship, perhaps
generational in origin, had never
been fully allayed. There lingered
within me a fundamental distrust of
the process—of its ability, that is, to
actually yield a serious, legitimate romantic partnership—causing me at
this pivotal juncture to question what
Mai and I had built. Was I really so
confident of its quality, I wondered,
to justify the move I mulled?
I wrestled and I wrangled but
the fog refused to lift.
Equally tenacious, though,
nagging me all throughout, was a
worrying recognition of the danger

in indecision, an awareness that my
dithering put me at the mercy of
erratic fate. Love with Lucy, losing
Lucy—the unexpected, each attested,
could become reality on a dime. In
failing to choose, then, I left open the
door for Mai to somehow slip away.
It was genuine, this threat, lurking
in that space still remaining between
us, waiting to be closed. Did the opportunity to go on deliberating, the
chance to muster a conviction almost
certainly beyond me, warrant the risk
of testing it?
11. The Rock
The look on Mai’s face when
she opened her door on her last
morning was, I tell you, unmistakably
one of happiness. I assert this not out
of vanity or boastfulness, to persuade
you of my charm and desirability (the
answer to a woman’s dreams!), but
rather, as on each of the innumerable
other occasions I have pondered the
memory in the month since, out of
psychic self-preservation. In light of
the looming denouement, you see, I
must believe she awakened that day,
after what she surely assumed was
but the first in a long future’s worth
of evenings together, oblivious to her
paramour’s dawning perception of
her as a stranger.
To imagine otherwise is simply intolerable; the thought alone induces nausea. And so I assure myself,
time and time again, that the meaning of that beaming doorway smile is
this: Mai, in those final hours of her
life, was a woman for whom things
were unfolding exactly as she’d envisioned.
As for my own, definitively

knowable mindset that morning, it
had undergone a crucial shift overnight. The misgvings about Mai that
I just referred to, so intense a day
earlier as to leave me horizontally incapacitated, continued to plague me,
yes. But, by a stiff combination of
realism and rationalizing, I had managed now to control them, and thus
to mitigate their poisonous effect on
the proceedings. First, the realism: the
die was cast, a commitment made, deviation
from the program did not exist as an option.
Then, the rationalizing: Why should
I be surprised? Under the circumstances, a
drop of doubt seemed quite normal. And besides, hadn’t untold successful (not to mention conventional!) relationships been similarly touched by “cold feet”?
And with that, a trick of the
kind we play on ourselves all the time,
a gambit as natural as drawing a
breath, my conscious preoccupation
became the weather.
All night long rain had fallen in sheets, a window-rattling,
roof-battering deluge with high howling winds and the surf ’s boom in
the near distance; a TV report from
around dawn called for it to persist,
unabated, right through to the next
day. Suddenly, though, the rain had
tapered off to a mist. With ominous
clouds still blanketing the sky, it was
unclear how long this respite might
last. Which set my mind urgently
spinning.
I had brought Mai to the
coast for the sole purpose of proposing there. The specific location was
to be a famous local landmark, highly popular on such occasions, known
as Lovers’ Rock. Rising some fifty
yards offshore from the waters of a
scenic cove and evocative of certain

Belle-Île Monets, it was in fact nothing more than a very large boulder,
reachable on foot via an archipelago
of small ones. In the grand scenario of my prior imagining, Mai and
I would visit the Rock later that day
and, at the climactic moment, as I
drew from the inner breast pocket of
my jacket the ring presently secreted
there, be idyllically framed against a
magnificent autumn sunset, tranquil
sea glimmering as far as the eye could
see. (I am cognizant, yes, of the gross
banality of this vision.)
But the weather had torpedoed all that: I needed to adjust.
And so, watching the rain let
up outside now, I decided to act—to
rush with Mai to Lovers’ Rock before
things took a turn for the worse. Perhaps, I reasoned, snatching up my
shoes, the gloomy conditions would
make for an ambience with a romance all its own.
What can I say about this
lunacy? Already somewhat emotionally fragile, the rain, the unforeseen
disruptiveness of it, caused me not to
think straight.
Two minutes later I was rapping on Mai’s door. Had I had my
druthers, the instant she answered
we’d have made a beeline for the car.
Even in my addled state, however, I
realized when she swiveled and flew
off to finish primping, that decorum
dictated I abide it. So I settled into
a chair by the window and, stomach
churning, sat studying the sky.
Inside the bathroom Mai let
out a giggle—a tic, likely reflective of
a lack of faith in her English, which
often prefaced her remarks—then
made an observation about Florida.
The gist was that such weather as we

were experiencing would never occur
there. I replied that this was broadly
correct, though actually it could rain
quite a bit in Florida.
“But it’s beautiful, isn’t it?”
Now, the truth is that, for a
multitude of reasons, I consider Florida an abomination. Yet I saw no use
in saying so. Thus: “Yes, parts of it
are lovely”—to which I added, when
Mai responded with a kind of dreamy
murmur, “We’ll go there some day.”
“Oh, yes!”
Whereupon I found myself
utterly at a loss for words, impotent
to conjure the slightest appropriate-seeming comment. So I said
nothing. Nor did Mai. I listened to
the sound of her brushing her teeth,
heard her unzip a bag and root
through her makeup. A heating vent
ticked; a car whooshed past on the
wet asphalt. I coughed for the sake of
not being silent, then resumed peering mutely at the sky.
The prior day, too, featured
these sharp swings in mood; rude
transitions from relaxed, pleasant dialogue to a mutual bewilderment as to
what ought to come next. They were,
as you can well imagine, enormously awkward. As for what they might
have portended, if anything, that is
an open question—and at this point,
of course, a totally irrelevant one.
Just then Mai burst forth
from the bathroom, pouring out
apologies, redolent of perfume. For a
fleeting moment, as I got up to go, I
forgot about the weather because of
how beautiful she looked.
After being chased into the
car by a blast of chilly wind across the
parking lot, we pulled out fast onto
the coastal road and headed north.
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It was not an enjoyable drive. I recall
vividly, palpably, the tension beating
in my back and in my shoulders, in
my fingers and face, as I hunched far
forward over the top of the wheel,
squinting through squeaking wipers
into slowly drifting fog, and tried to
negotiate as swiftly as possible—while
simultaneously answering, fully and
genially, Mai’s stream of queries
about our current whereabouts and
the University—the twisting contours
of the narrow lane, edged on one side
by a sheer drop to the shore. Palms so
sweaty they almost slid off the wheel
didn’t help.
For fifteen minutes this torture dragged on. Then, during a lull,
Mai gently asked, “Are you hungry?”
The poor woman. Back at
the motel, in my fever to start driving,
I had diverted her from the complimentary breakfast on offer, promising
to get food on the way. But this had
completely slipped my mind. Now,
despite being very near our destination, I knew there was no avoiding it.
So we turned off at the first available
option, a little tin-roofed roadside
coffee shack, where Mai tasted the
one and only bagel of her life.
The last bite of that bagel
still sat in her mouth (at my suggestion, we finished eating in the car)
when finally we arrived at Lovers’
Rock. Crunching to a stop in the
empty gravel lot on the bluff above,
we gazed out at the bleak vista before
us.
“What is this place?” said
Mai, eyeing me quizzically.
I told her of its renown, of
its reputation for unique beauty, and
said it would be a shame not to see
it while in the area. What I elected
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not to mention, however, was that the
only reason I even knew of Lovers’
Rock —and thus, in a sense, the only
reason we were there—was that Lucy
and I, every summer, rented a small
cottage close by.
The contemplation of that
fact fills me with horror.
We made our way down
the splintery staircase to the deserted beach. It was very grey, somber,
the sun just barely visible behind
the clouds. Storm-stirred debris and
turbid puddles strewed the sand. A
damp wind swirled, ruffling our
jackets, and all that could be heard,
whenever it briefly waned, was the
eternal rhythm of the surf: a low
rumble; a thuddy break; a decrescent
hiss at water’s edge. We stood beside
one another, Mai and I, watching and
listening in silence.
I brushed my hand against
the pocket where Mai’s ring waited.
All of a sudden the feeling hit me that
I should propose on the spot; right
then and there; just do it and be done
and forget this fixation on Lovers’
Rock.
But then I glanced at Mai,
and something in how she looked
at that instant, a certain air she was
projecting, made me think of our age
difference; and shudder with a fear
of seeming stodgy and bloodless; and
decide, abruptly, that I could counter
this perception by proposing on the
Rock after all.
“Let’s go out to the big rock,”
I said.
After a split-second of hesitation, Mai agreed.
We walked to the water and
the first rock in the chain, scattering
two seagulls picking through seaweed

in its shadow. I climbed onto it, momentarily losing my footing on the
slippery surface, then took Mai by the
arm and helped her up. She grinned
affectionately.
Hand in hand, we left the
shoreline, with me straining—so furiously I am embarrassed—to radiate
the utmost élan while leading us from
rock to rock.
The smell of the ocean was
strong in the air. Inky water sloshed
at our feet on either side, shooting up
spray that mixed on our faces with
the mist. As Mai laughed about a
fish that had jumped from the water,
I quietly made a final assessment of
the weather: it was going to hold out,
plainly, for the few minutes more that
I needed.
At last we reached Lovers’
Rock. This was the first time I’d seen
it up close. Covered with declarations
of love and devotion, as well as defacements profane and splashes of
simple graffiti, it was substantially
larger than each of its precursors, really rather imposing, with a bolted-on
stepladder giving access to its crest.
Up the rusty rungs we
clinked, and were confronted at once
by an awesome vastness, a stunning
panorama of seemingly infinite sea
and sky. It was as if we had arrived at
the brink of another world.
“So pretty,” Mai said.
She was right. The view, even
in such cheerless weather, truly was
majestic.
A powerful wind swept forward across the ocean, trackable by
the way it disturbed the water as it
came on. It rushed over us, moving
Mai to squeal, then went whistling
around the cove before dying away,

leaving everything calm again. Out
of the corner of my eye I saw Mai adjust her hood; her other hand swayed
a little in mine.
Rebuffing one last surge of
apprehension, I reached inside my
jacket.
“What is that?” I looked at
Mai. She was gesturing in the direction of the distant headland, at the
old naval station perched on its point.
I let her ring slide back into
its pocket and, turning to the station,
began to answer.
Pop!
The sneaker wave ripped her
from my grip with a violence that sent
me crashing to the rock; astonishingly, however, the wave itself had not so
much as grazed me.
Immediately I saw that Mai
was gone. Panic shot through me.
Screaming her name, I scrambled on
all fours to the rim of the rock and
scoured the suddenly turbulent water.
I thought I caught a flicker of
her jacket, ten or fifteen yards away.
I should have jumped in right
then.
But instead I glanced down
while tearing off my shoes, only to find
no sign of her when I looked back a
second later. So I waited, hunting for
another glimpse, afraid to leap here
lest she be about to appear there, until
eventually I waited long enough that
it seemed the thing to do was to go
seek help.
It shames me, this failure to
dive in after Mai, racks me with a
guilt I know will never ease. But that
shame and that guilt are nothing, I
must tell you, beside the agony that
afflicts me at the following ghastly
memory, with which I will close this

tale:

As I crouched with heart
pounding atop Lovers’ Rock that
morning, frantically scanning the water below, what flashed in my mind’s
eye—crying to me; reaching for me;
needing me to save her—was the terrified figure not of Mai but of Lucy.
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Sebastian’s Babylon,
Chapter 6
Daniel Ryan Adler

S

aturday morning Sebastian invited Lexi to
dinner. She replied an hour and a half later that
she was “busy.” He set his phone down harder
than he should’ve, told himself it didn’t matter,
and doubled over in pain. Maybe he was better off
in a city less materialistic and competitive, where
he had a chance of finding a woman who liked
non-graphic print t-shirts and $2 beer instead of
Louis Vuitton and lychee martinis. Then a voice
told him what he’d tried for so long to forget:
Lexi’s with the person she’s “seeing,” that guy in your
dreams who’s tall, dark and handsome, makes two hundred
grand a year and has a nine-inch dick. She agreed to your
free trip to Venice—who wouldn’t?—but her boyfriend is
the one who pleasures her. He clapped his hands to
his head. Don’t I deserve a little more credit after
what we shared, even if this invitation was short
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notice? Why did she sleep with me if there
weren’t a kernel of something between us? Unless
she was paying you back, said the voice inside him. A
muscle in his cheek twitched. He stood up from
his desk. Mood dips are dangerous if you sink
too deep. The best thing to do when beginning a
descent is be around other people. So Sebastian
called Karl.
His friend was leaving for the dogs.
“The races at Yonkers,” he said. “I’m catching
a 1:28 train out of Grand Central.” Sebastian
checked the time on his computer. The idea of a
greyhound race didn’t appeal to him, but he was
desperate for company. Fifty-two minutes later
they stood under the clock in the station.
“Come on,” Karl said and they walked
to their platform.

ticket!”

“Wait, I have to get my

“I got it for you. You can get
the return. Let’s go, we only have six
minutes.”
Once they were seated, Karl
handed Sebastian a cup of coffee and
opened a box of pastries from La
Bagatelle. Sebastian halved a black
and white cookie so he got equal parts
chocolate and vanilla.
Karl said, “I’m glad Johnny
gave me this tip. I need some dough.”
“Are you low on funds?”
“I have eighteen bucks in my
account.”
Sebastian looked at the
cookie he’d just bitten and blushed.
“And you bought this coffee
and these pastries? Here,” he reached
into his back pocket.
“Don’t worry, my buddy
Johnny Quentin tipped me off about
a dog named Zing Plus Three. It’s a
sure thing.”
Sebastian folded an arm
across his chest. “So you spent your
last dollars on cookies for us? How do
you know this Mr. Quentin? What if
Zing Plus Three loses?”
Karl shrugged. “I worked
with Johnny a few years ago, when I
was waiting tables in Hell’s Kitchen.
He was a big gambler, bigger than
me even. We used to go to the track,
sometimes we’d win, sometimes we’d
lose. One day after he’d lost more
money than ever before, he told me
he was going to GA and asked me
to go with him. It’s mellow, better
than AA, you don’t have to introduce
yourself if you don’t want to; no
pressure. A stockbroker was telling
about how he gambled away people’s
life savings, how his breaking point
came one day during a thunderstorm,

after he lost ten thousand dollars of
his best friend’s money. He walked
onto the terrace of his 85th and Park
apartment where he had these pots
imported from France filled with
seedlings of some rare plant, fell to
his hands and knees and began to dig,
to touch the roots of something. He
dug until he was elbow deep in these
pots he paid to have shipped across
the Atlantic with money made from
the lost retirement of older couples
and brothers’ investments and kids’
college savings and then he pulled
out his arms and threw his head back,
screaming and crying into the sky. It
was the first time he could remember
feeling something not tied to his work
or his addiction, and he said that
after that whenever he relapsed and
felt the rush before clicking the buy
button and losing another hundred
thousand, he left his office and waited
until the next GA meeting. It was
pretty moving the way he told it.
Pitiful bastard.”
Karl sipped his coffee. “His
problem was that hedging was his
only skill, was all he’d done for twenty
years. I remember him whenever I
take one of Quentin’s tips.”
“Shouldn’t that prevent you
from wanting to gamble away your
last dollars? I mean, you just bought
coffees and pastries for us so that
you’re down to eighteen bucks in
your bank account, you don’t think
that’s a little out of control?”
Karl leaned back and shook
his head. “Poor boy. Don’t you know
anything about luck? It’s all about
feeling good. You can’t win at the
races feeling poor or ugly. The only
time schlubs win is when they have
nothing left, they feel the rush of
putting everything on the line. And

they win. You can’t feel lucky if you
haven’t had a good breakfast, and if I
felt like a rich man and you felt like a
pauper it wouldn’t be any good either,
you’d bring me down to nothing and
I’d go home empty-handed. So I
gotta make you feel it too. Now stop
making a big deal of a few measly
dollars and start feeling like a winner.
Because we’re gonna win. You know
why? These are the facts: I’m going
out with Melissa tonight, I won’t be
paid until Monday, I’m not gonna
ask her or anyone else for money,
I’m gonna place my last eighteen on
Quentin’s dog with odds at eight to
one. He said this dog is gonna win
or at least show up, and Quentin has
never given me a tip without that tip
placing. So luck is on my side. Now
start feeling lucky.”
Sebastian nodded, unsure if
Karl was crazy or right as the train
started to move.
Yonkers Raceway stood
under the dingy sky like an obese
sentry guarding the doors to a
courtroom that held the verdict on
Karl’s future. In the ticket window
a man with a crossed eye and greasy
hair sat in Raceway uniform—white
shirt, red tie, grey vest. He had an
underbite, and crooked teeth stuck
out over his upper lip. He looked like
a retarded, skinny bulldog, and was,
Sebastian admonished himself for
thinking, the ugliest man he’d ever
seen, a bad portent, though when he
looked at Karl to see if he noticed,
all he saw was the intensity of a longterm gambler betting everything he
had.
“Track two, third race,
eighteen dollars to win on number
six,” Karl said.
Lou U. typed into his
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computer, waited, ripped off the ticket
and placed the paper in the window’s
aluminum palate.
“Anything else?” Lou asked,
in a voice much higher than Sebastian
expected.
“How much are you betting?”
Karl smiled, facing Sebastian, trying
not to laugh as he pocketed his ticket.
“None.”
The smile vanished from
Karl’s face. He held up an index
finger to Lou, “One second.” He
faced Sebastian and whispered, “This
is free money. Johnny Quentin’s tips
are always right. I highly recommend
you place a bet.” He flexed his jaw
muscles.
“I don’t think I should. It’s
interesting enough to watch you.”
Karl rolled his eyes, shook
his head and spun away. Sebastian
shrugged at Lou U., who gazed
blankly at him with his good eye.
Sebastian ran to catch up with Karl,
who in two strides had put ten feet
between them. Nearby, loud, darkhaired people, equally aggressive and
gregarious, braying men in jeans and
muscle tees, whining and cackling
women in tight skirts and loose
tops, stood in line for refreshments.
Another group, all men, laughed at
something the dominant, heaviest
one had said. A weak shaft of sun had
broken through the clouds and now
shined through their golden lagers as
Karl led Sebastian, staring, past them
and into the stands. Seated apart
from the others or leaning nervously
against the rail, hands in pockets,
were the regulars, sallow-faced men
who, like Karl, had more than money
at stake. A stink of cigarettes and
alcohol betrayed their private lives;
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their moist eyes, hopeful and bagged,
reflected their desperation. They
wore cheap, ill-fitting clothes and
dirty sneakers. Sebastian imagined
their lonely evenings, trying to forget
poor choices, perpetually wishing for
better luck.
The two friends sat in the
first row and took in the lush grass
and powdered brown track. To their
right, a man with a paunch and
caterpillar eyebrows frowned and
paced, hands in the pockets of his
black windbreaker. His sparse hair
was cropped short and constellations
of dandruff spread over each
shoulder. Sebastian met his eyes and
looked away.
“I see that guy here a lot,”
Karl said. “Looks like bad news.”
Sebastian shivered. “But then
there are loads of bad people here,”
Karl added. “You’re sitting next to
one.” His hands were interlaced, his
knees together, thick lips ajar while he
surveyed the track. He looked like an
old man waiting for a bus.
“You’re not evil,” Sebastian
said suspiciously.
“You sound pretty sure.”
Karl cocked an eyebrow and gave
him a crooked smile. Nicotine and
coffee had stained his teeth brown. A
fire lit his eyes behind his glasses and
blood rose in his face.
“I’m not evil and I don’t hang
out with evil people.”
“Evil people can be friends
with good people.”
“I
disagree.”
Sebastian
pulled away, hoping that Karl was
not planning to take advantage of
him, to hold him up at knifepoint
and lead him to an ATM if Zing Plus
Three lost and he needed money for

his date.
“But I’m not that evil,” said
Karl. “Because I was good for so
long. I’ve only descended to this state
through suffering and nihilism. But I
was born good.”
“We’re all born good.”
Karl scoffed. “Most people
are genetically bad. That’s how
evil is passed on from generation to
generation; it’s why it still exists.”
“It exists because it’s easier
than being good.”
“That’s only why most people
are; it’s not the root cause. I was born
more good than bad. But I’ve become
evil to survive. Most people live the
same way, to different degrees of
course, based on how much evil they
inherit.”
Sebastian rubbed his chin.
“You’re not evil enough to
hold a friend at knifepoint to take his
money for a date, right?”
“Maybe,” Karl deadpanned.
“Depends on my mood.” He cracked
a smile.
Sebastian rubbed his chin,
wondering if he had become more
evil after his suffering through
desire during the past week. No,
he had become stronger, and that
transcendence separated man from
beast.
“Do you think you will ever
be good again? Can you come back if
Melissa helps you?”
Karl shifted his jaw and tilted
his head. “Depends.”
A loudspeaker fuzzed on:
Welcome to Yonkers Raceway. Today’s
race begins in just a few moments but first
we want to invite you next door to Empire
City Casino… Sebastian tuned out the
advertisements until a gun blasted

“Time is relative to
how many days
we’ve already lived.
And time moves faster as we age, as we
drift through life and
mortality looms.”
and the dogs leaped from the gate, a
cyclone of motion hurtling down the
track, a combined total of under two
hundred pounds of animal, a brindle
in the lead followed by a black and a
grey, but under the hood of this race
lay hidden fear, age and exhaustion,
and this acted as a weight pulling
apart the group, their frenzied,
pulsating bodies in eternal pursuit of
the champion’s hare speeding around

the bend, disgrace on their heels
and farther back, death. Sebastian
rooted silently for Zing Plus Three
so he would not have to wonder how
much money to give Karl, and maybe
Zing could hear his pleas because he
seemed to have more fuel than the
white dog ahead of him, and then the
grey and the black one, too, became
dust and fell away. At the final turn,
he accelerated and the gap between

him and the dying ones grew, he
had more life, and Karl sensing this
grasped the seat in front of him,
leaning forward as his dog moved half
a body length ahead of the brindle
in the lead. For a moment it seemed
as if the brindle might outlast him,
but Zing was a well-tuned aeroplane
barreling through the finish line and
only Karl’s lips moved as he breathed,
“Goddamn Johnny Quentin.”
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The slowest dogs sensed the
fight was lost and dawdled, not even
crossing the finish line and, turning,
put their noses to the ground as if
ashamed. Sebastian searched the
stadium for a reaction from the
few bystanders but there were no
cheers or moans of disgust. Only the
dandruffed man held the railing with
both hands, bald head low in despair.
Others remained impassive, wrathful
or overjoyed. Then the dandruffed
man turned and met Sebastian’s gaze
again, his eyes moist. Had Karl been
wrong? Perhaps the man was gentle,
with two hungry kids and a wife, and
he came here to try to make some
money to buy them more than bony
sardines for Saturday night’s dinner.
Sebastian saw himself in that man.
At that age, sans a family instead of
money, would he be as pathetic and
forlorn?
Karl pulled his arm, “Come
on! I just won a hundred and eightytwo bucks.”
Together they ran down the
steps to the payout window. Sebastian
felt a pang of envy for his friend as
he stuffed his winnings in his wallet,
not for having won two hundred
dollars, but for having the company
of someone at dinner who he cared
for and who cared for him too.
*******
The next day, by the time
Sebastian arrived at Green-Wood
Cemetery, the sun was directly over
the Statue of Liberty on its journey
west. A breeze shook the aged oaks’
boughs and Sebastian breathed in the
first stirrings of autumn. It was the
last week of August, and the breeze
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reminded him of a spring day, jacket
weather in mid-April, dogwood
blossoms and a sense of summer
coming instead of fading. Sebastian
beheld this scene a hundred years
ago, the tram sounding on Fifth
Avenue and from this, the highest
point in Brooklyn, he could see
the boats in the distant harbor, the
soot-blackened chimneys belching
dark smoke, and remember the inkstained fingertips and tweed coat of
the newsboy at the corner of 4th and
36th, yet around him were the same
marble and granite slabs, the same
elms whispering.
If he made it to old age,
he would be better at defining and
categorizing light, would never
mistake the blue glow of April for the
golden light of August. In another
ten thousand days of practice, he
would know much more. But then
a single day would pass as quickly
as an afternoon does now. A year
would seem like a season. It’s easier
to imagine friends aged seventy and
sixty than twenty and ten, though
the amount of time between them
is the same. Time is relative to how
many days we’ve already lived. And
time moves faster as we age, as we
drift through life and mortality
looms. Sebastian stared at the sun.
During his first thousand days of
life, everything was new and sensory
perception—music, color, touch—
was indescribable, experienced and
understood as physical constituents
of life. In his second thousand days
he discovered feelings; the sensation
of hairs standing on end on a certain
part of his body had a name.
Between his third and fourth
thousand, he had defined most of the

darker spectrum of life: inadequacy,
helplessness, sophomoric confidence,
a yearning without knowing for
what. The fifth thousand days were
a continuation made difficult by the
onset of his changing body and his
first sexual experience, this set of
feelings the most complicated known
to humankind, in this case felt for a
certain Jewel Hansen, a blond girl
with Asiatic eyes and budding breasts
who sat across from him in his sixth
grade reading class. Whereas parental
love is innate, transmitted through
prenatal hormones, sexual love, at
this age at least, is conditional on
reciprocation. Sebastian reflected on
his next few thousand days attempting
to understand himself, adjusting to
his temperament, handling adverse
circumstances, and searching for
a partner, or at least one who
complemented him. Had he been
happy since he met Lexi? He recalled
a series of snapshots and stills from
memory; he could not remember an
entire conversation with her unless he
drew on his imagination. Their bed
in the Ca Pisani or her crab and fluke
paella at Socarrat, flashes of her tan
skin amidst rectangles of pallid light,
followed by dark hours of longing and
sea-foam jealousy. The past eightythree days of his life were slowly
suffocating him. But what was his life
anyway? Nothing in twenty thousand
years of humanity. Less in the course
of the earth’s four and a half billion.
So many lives forgotten. He gazed at
the lonesome epitaphs and imagined
the impassioned hearts and forgotten
skills, so many unremembered, yet
linked to him. He recited:
Full many a gem of purest ray serene,
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear:

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.
Time measures a life and
what we changed, even if it is only
by capturing the heart of another,
cultivating a garden patch or penning
a sonnet. This becomes clear before
spirit leaves body. Sebastian was the
last thought on Stella’s mind because
theirs was the most solid bond she—
or he—had ever created. And now
here he was to honor it and keep her
mattering. The wind picked up, her
soul and the collective dead urged
him on, trees nodding, wind rustling
through leaves, saying, go to her, go to
her, she will help youuuu.
Sebastian
admired
the
mausoleums and tombs, reflecting
on how much time had passed
since he first came to this cemetery.
He remembered the scene as pale
and hazy in the distance of his
sixth autumn: holding his father’s
hand as he brushed away tears, his
grandparents’ grim frowns, rows of
black suits and dresses, the golden
light similar to this—but no, the light
was weaker and the wind was careless
and acerbic. It was November and
the day of her funeral was the first
cold day of the year. He neared his
mother’s plot, locating her row near
the mulberry tree, and began to search
for her tombstone, a few feet from the
reach of the longest mulberry bough.
But so much time had passed that the
mulberry’s branches now stretched
up and out, heavy with summer’s
fruit. He doubled back––the branch
no longer barely touched her
tombstone but totally overshadowed
it. How typical, he sighed. The row
of graves had grown as well. At
Stella’s burial the row ended with her,

now it stretched to the gate along Fort
Hamilton Parkway. In the distance
he saw the above-ground train tracks
and deserted party stores, an avenue
that reminded him of a more cynical,
dangerous New York. How long does
it take for a body to turn to bones?
That the sun of his childhood could
be no more than decomposing leaves
brought him to his knees and he wept
with his forehead to the ground.
The trees said, “Love is always
worthyyy.” Leaves rustled, “Follow the
wind and find the wayyy. You have tiiime.”
He kneeled and took in life, so
beautiful, so worth living, his mother
was not here enjoy it with him. He
pressed his lips to her grave. “I will
always believe in you,” he whispered.
He stood slowly, feeling the wind
in his hair, the sun on his skin, and
walked on.
“Go to her,” said a voice under
the tree. It was her. She was as in the
picture he kept on his bedside table,
young, smiling, happy. He called her
name but it was only his imagination;
his fingers moved through her image
and brushed against the tough bark
of the tree.
“Find her love,” came the
voice. Blinking his tears back,
Sebastian’s eye caught the names
on a large headstone. Mulligan,
Dorothy and a Henry who died the
same year, the one after the other,
probably from grief. He hoped he
would die before Lexi. He brushed
against a yew. Was it okay to step on
the plots of the dead? The shed bark
of a plane tree on the pavement in
front of him made him panic, as if
all the feelings and thoughts of this
afternoon were proving that his time
with Lexi was running out. He had to

see her now. He rolled his shoulders
back, swallowed loudly, and ran to
the closest exit in the direction of the
above-ground train.
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Don’t Matter - Sam Farhi

Don’t Matter
Sam Farhi

M

y ma name Peg an her boss at the
laundramat call her Pig an the first time I heard
bout it I couldn’t thank a my ma the same ever
again. Cuz she not. She cute my ma. I asked her
why he call her that. What she did. She said, Gotta
make ends meet for you two boys. But it was only
me in the kitchen with her when she said it.
I drew her boss at the table. She took a
break from fixin lunch an said, When you’re done
with him, I got a couple more you can do.
She lit her cig in Oscar kitchen an she
ain’t sposed to. We moved in bout a week before.
I can’t be havin two boys who drop out er
do drugs er getta girl pregnant.
I tol her I don’t thank she gotta worry
bout that last one cuz we aint even get blowjobs
yet.
Well your brother’s a handsome boy.
An I ain’t say nothin to my ma. I drew
guts spillin out her boss. Ash was getting on the
table cloth an I ain’t care. I din’t tell her Oscar’ll
prolly know.
He’s a deep boy. He reads and girls like
that.
I ain’t heard a that ma. Girls ain’t like
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an stank worse than when either
a them smoked their cigs. I tried
coverin it up with a buncha shit but
my ma got home an bent me over the
back of a chair an spanked the shit
outta me for doin what she do, cuz
she a goddang brat bout her cigs.
That’s twenty goddang
dollars. Wha ya do with the pack.
I said, Threw it.
Where where where.
Whole time I’m yellin at her,
It’s cuz I love ya.
An she whip the garbage can
out the sink an make me dig in for it.
Upside downed a buncha wet coffee
grounds an girl underwear.

nerds no more.
Readin don’t make you no nerd, she said
an sipped her beer. Makes you deep and girls like
the deep. Trust me.
She smoked to the window. She got up
backta dishes an said, Watch this, an she blew
smoke down her boobs, held it in her dress an
made it come out the back.
You blowin smoke up my ass.
Me an ma laughed. She coughed up tar
in the sink an said, These’ll kill ya.
Rem was still out when she hadta get
downta the laundramat with that boss who I
coulda killed. I said, You gotta go?
An my ma said, Soon, an coughed.
Her friend came an picked her up.
Fore she got home I threw her cigs way
cuz I aint wan her ta kill herself an I also did it
fer her own goddang good. Rem’s too. She only
let Rem smoke. He older but he started fore my
age. Foun the pack in her an Oscar’s top drawer
when I was lookin round. Found em, snapped em
in half, an flushed em cept one. Tried the halfone real quick. One puff made a big ass cloud
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Enheduanna: Rapping With
Grandma’s Ghost
Malik Crumpler

G

ood morning hangover. Where am I? It
smells like Old Spice and… This cannot be a
man snoring next to me.
Don’t panic, your clothes still on. Just
open your eyes.
Okay, my clothes are on. Thank God.
Black on black on black on black. Now what is
going on with my breath? What did I eat, rotten
cheese and Port? Damn, I must have really turned
up last night. What am I, twenty?
Just get up and open your eyes.
Open my skull is more like it. Why is it
so damn hot in this bed? Oh lord, is that perfume
I smell, too? Is that a woman breathing? Who
are these people? Whose bed is this? I’m too old
for this shit… Malcolm? Thank the Goddess, it’s
just Malcolm, and what’s her face? What a relief.
They’re cute enough. Spooning. He’s drooling
and snoring. Now look at her, long stringy blond
hair all over his face. Smart face. She’s too boney
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for me though. Chubby face and a skinny body?
Not my type at all, but I get it. Good for Malcolm.
He shaves now? Wow. He looks like a lighter-skin
Obama. She doesn’t look French at all. What
does a French person look like anyway? Damn,
who’d want to kiss her little Barbara Bush lips.
Her face is too young, like a Cabbage
Patch doll. Look at those flimsy hands, not a single scratch or a single callus. Bet she never even
cut her own nails. Weekly manicures. Precious.
She’s not his type. At least not the type he was
into. Bet she’s a freak though. I’d turn her out—
Oh my God did you hear that? My stomach is a
fierce lion. What did I eat?
You still drunk, Enheduanna.
Don’t I know it, grandma. I just can’t
get over this doll house though. The bed barely
even fits. All this whiteness is not aiding my plight.
White on white on white on white on white.
White sheets, white pillows, white couch, white

walls, white ceiling, white comforter
and a white girl nesting with my ethnically ambiguous older brother. I just
can’t stand brothers being with white
women. Especially my own brother.
Girl, grow up. You in the
twenty-first century.
I know but still. He said,
“She’s not white, she’s French.” Negro please. What does that even
mean?
Let it alone now; it ain’t none
of your business.
But Nona, you raised us on
black power, black love and black
beauty. I’ve never seen Malcolm with
a beautiful black sister.
Let it alone. As long as he’s
happy you should be happy for him.
Whatever. This place is a
little white gallery. African masks.
Look at all these trivial photographs
and dull paintings. An abundance of
amateurs. Nice big windows though.
Great view. What part of Paris is this?
I adore the early morning light. Must
be just a little after dawn. Where are
the family pictures? Not my problem.
Smells like stale cigarettes and cheap
flat red wine. Nice bonsai trees. All
alive, good for her. She must have a
personal Mr. Miyagi. Can’t get over
those delicate hands. Bet she’s never
washed a dish in her life. She has to
be at the most twenty-one. That’s six
years younger than me. Can’t he find
a mature strong woman his own age?
Malcolm is really something else.
Why should I care? Maybe it’s love.
Maybe it’s Maybelline. How can they
even relate to one another. He’s fifteen years older than her.
So what. Your grandfather
was ten years older than me.
But I talked to this girl. She is
not mature enough for him, trust me.
What any of that got to do
with you? Just go to the restroom and

get out of here.
I just don’t want him to go
through what he went through with
his ex-wife again. She really reminds
me a lot of her, except this one’s supposed to be rich. If she’s so rich why
is this place so small. His email said,
“She’s old money. Centuries old.”
Well notify the angels, grandma. I’m
sitting on the toilet of centuries old
money.
I bet she own this place. Rich
folk don’t rent.
Daddy’s girl. Bet Papa rents
this place for her while she’s in school.
She’s obviously never worked a day in
her life. Mademoiselle Delicate. What
happens when her rich Papa meets
broke ass brother Malcolm?
That’s between them and
God.
Lot of books though. I like
that. Probably props. Nice vintage
bookcases. Old wood. Where’s her
closet? Rich people have decadent
closets don’t they? Massive closets
that lead to Narnia.
Maybe this flat her closet and
Malcolm’s just a new purse, honey.
New purse, really? Vintage
bag is more like it. They must have
met in a thrift store. Whatever I ate
last night I’m never eating again in
my entire life.
That’s a damn shame, you
can’t even remember what you ate.
Where is the mouthwash?
Lots of pills in this cabinet. I won’t
pry. Can’t read these French labels
anyway. Miss Muggy Mouth until
the hotel then, oh well. Wish she had
some painkillers in here; my head is
killing me. I’m never drinking Port
again in my life.
I heard that one before.
I was so turned up. Whatever. I’m born again.
Amen.

Did I rap last night? I vaguely remember Malcolm battle rapping
someone at the nightclub. Maybe
it was a dream. Oh lord, I hope I
didn’t start rapping about all my issues. I always feel like an ass after telling all my business like that. No, the
Goddess wouldn’t let me make an ass
of myself, again. Lord knows I could,
can and have. Unless? No, I trust myself. Drunk or otherwise, I’ve learned
to trust myself. The worst I could
have done is tell more truth than I
normally would. Anyway, at least my
stomach feels better now. I demand a
shower.
Girl, shower at the hotel.
Look at my dreads. Look like Whoopie in the ‘80s.
Child, please.
Athena! There has to be aspirin in here.
Not on an empty stomach,
‘Uanna. No sense making a mess
messier.
Eureka. Taking two. Oh, and
look there’s her perfume, Chanel 5.
Smells just like you, Nona.
Just get your things and get
out of here before they wake up.
Okay, my coat’s on this coatrack. Bag under that. Scarf ? Didn’t I
have a scarf ?
You don’t have time to be
looking for no scarf. Now go get you a
cab.
I hope the cabbie speaks English, oh well. Oh shit, I don’t even
know where I’m going. Thank god
they have an elevator. What was the
name of the hotel again?
It’s on the card in your purse.
Now flee the scene, honey.
*******
glish.

Amen, the cabbie speaks En-
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Child, look at Paris.
It is just like the movies isn’t
it, grey and old. Always all herself,
that’s something Malcolm would
say. Maybe he said that last night?
No skyscrapers here. Are there any
skyscrapers in Europe beside in
Spain and Berlin? Silly question.
Should go to Spain while I’m here.
See if I can find one of those mature
Flamencas like Mama Lola Flores,
olé. If Malcolm can date down, I can
date up.
That’s the ticket. Take it as
inspiration and quit hating on your
brother.
I can’t believe Malcolm got
that girl to share her bed with me.
What a Christian. He’s a pervert at
his core. He used to jack off in class
to Mrs. Hebert and brag rap about it.
Now that’s really none of your
business.
Bishop O’Dowd Catholic
High School, what can I say.
Prayer changes things. The
lord helped him grow up, you can be
sure of that.
But can you really grow out
of that? What if they were naked
under that white paisley embroidered
duvet. What if they screwed right
next to me while I slept like a corpse?
There’s a word for that isn’t there?
Necrophilia? My students at Cal’
would just call it what it is: graveyard
sex. Esmeralda was into that. She
called it, doing the zombie. We’d
sneak into the North Richmond
graveyard, smoke a blunt and do the
zombie. Bay Area teenagers, I tell
you. Anyway, I’m starving. What time
is it? Where’s my phone? Oh lord, I
left my phone in the doll house.
Calm it down now. You’ll
be fine after a shower and some
breakfast.
Okay Nona.
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Don’t be all that okay with
me. You ain’t no innocent, Ms. I
Can’t Remember Last Night.
Here you go. What’s wrong
grandma, I turned up too much for
you?
Why you wanna get like that
last night, ‘Uanna?
Like what?
You blacked out. Now you
can have your fun, but never neglect
your mission.
I don’t black out. I’m not my
parents. Some moments just aren’t
worth my memory.
We had to put hands on you,
child.
I’m not going down this road
this early with you. How far away
is this hotel anyway? I wish I could
talk to the cabbie, but she’s not too
enthusiastic about my monolingual
reality. If she grew up in Oakland
public schools, she wouldn’t speak
French either.
At least the conference went
well, didn’t it?
Yes, it did. I told the truth,
Nona.
How long did it last?
You were there, weren’t you?
I done told you; that ain’t
how this all works.
Right. So I was on my
mission, it went on for a little over
three hours. Who would have
thought that I (as The Source once
called me, “Ms. Fake Lauryn Hill”)
would be contributing international
critical lectures on Ms. Hill at the Hip
Hop summit in Paris, France? Bingo.
Checkmate. I love my life. Thank god
I got out the rap game when I did and
got my PhD. Now I get paid to unveil
the corruption in the rap industry
from the comforts of my academic
fortress. What? I’m rap’s Amy
Garvey. No Illuminati after me. No

drunk rap poltergeists attacking me.
No groupies. Thank you, Obatala,
thank you, Yemaya. But, God
bless that intellectually challenged
Frenchman who asked me to rap.
Like I’m just going to start freestyling
in front of all those academics and
journalists. Frenchman please. I
survived Oakland in the nineties; you
can’t touch this—Hammer Time.
How he ask it?
He said, “We heard from a
little bird that you yourself not so
long ago were a rising rap star. Can
we have a taste?”
No he didn’t?
Oh yes he did. I told him. I
don’t do tastes.
Now that’s my girl.
I hope I didn’t come off too
militant. Whatever. I drained my
translator, poor thing, I really should
have tipped him. He seemed precise
enough. I tried to be as simple and
direct as possible. You never know.
I’m just sick of nonsense topics like
The Golden Age of Hip Hop or At Least
We Own Our Own Labels Now or Rap
Gentrification or We Must Own Our Own
Culture. Negroes please. Who has ever
owned a culture other than the Pope
and monarchs? And don’t get me
started on that pathetic We gods, We
royalty mess. Forgive them J.A. Rogers
for they comprehend not what they
read.
What all else you tell ‘em?
I kept it so real, Nona. I
basically said, COINTELPRO
infiltrated rap music on a global scale
in 1992. Their agenda is simple: turn
our weapons against them, against
us. Just another weapon for the
war on the poor. Turn a cure into a
poison. Infect the whole world with
Humiliation Hop and let it encourage
us to limit ourselves. Artistically
engineered social sabotage. Happens

all the time throughout history The
U.S. government and its media
control the markets which control
distribution and labels who control
radio who control artist who control
art. And we all know art controls
the masses. They use the artists to
program culture. Celebrity Life. Who
owns pop culture? The same people
who own the banks, the world, the
wars, you, me and Jesus.
Pure propaganda. Go head,
girl.
Sold a couple books too,
Nona. I’m making euros. Merci
beaucoup. Finally here, Le Deux
Magots Petite. Now look at this
diminutive hotel. Is it just the
hangover or is this ancient building
literally slouching? Barman, espresso
for two, myself and the hotel. I adore
all of the oxidation, it reminds me
of—We must have drunk absinthe
last night. Mouth wash where art
thou? Where’s my key? Empty
pack of cigarettes, really? I bought
cigarettes last night? Smart. Malcolm
got me smoking again. Seven years
without a cigarette in New York and
my first night in Paris, I’m buying
packs of Gauloises. This key better
work in this door.
Presto. Now look at this
rouge room. Who was this made
for, Nosferatu? Crimson duvet, red
pillows, red table, crimson curtains,
red chair and a red desk. Nice classic
windows though. Phenomenal view.
I’m in an ocean of saffron shingled
rooftops bursting before the silver
sky. This city values their windows. I
appreciate that.
All morning you been
begging for the shower and
mouthwash and now you here and
look at what you doing.
Can’t a grown woman enjoy
her life in a room of her own for one

minute?

Didn’t a grown woman enjoy
her life enough all last night?
Finally a toothbrush. My
teeth are so straight. Thank you,
Nona.
See now. I told you you’d be
thanking me when you got older. All
that whining and carrying on you did
about braces when you was small.
You saw that poor child’s mouth last
night Malcolm was with?
Who?
What’s her face?
Oh her. How could a rich
girl’s teeth be so messed up?
She obviously a tiny tooth.
You know, a microdont.
So that explains her microaggressions?
Honey please. You the one
was throwing shade all night.
I was trying to be nice.
What I tell you about trying?
Whatever. Let me get in
this shower. Thank you Goddess for
showers. Thank you God for the
sense to flee. Thank you both for
granting me the sense to get a hotel
room and not stay with Malcolm like
he advised me to. This water pressure
is healing. Water magic.
Each pore opens to new
possibilities.
So shall I. Thank you, steam.
Thank you heat that won’t burn. Look
at this woman’s body beam, still dark
chocolate and still firm. Thank you,
younger self for seeing me through.
Twenty-seven is alright. Twentyeight will be all light. My scars have
healed. My stomach is fulfilled. My
breasts are—well anyway, thank you
God for my health, my wealth and my
knowledge of self. Lastly, please help
Malcolm lord, I don’t understand
what he’s acting so Malcolm Little
for.

Nona.

Child, leave that boy alone.
That boy is thirty-seven

And? You act like that’s
ancient?
But he was doing so well for
so long. So sober and so strong after
his divorce. Now this new cabbage
patch kid pops up and here he go all
over again with the parties and Port.
That’s between them and God,
‘Uanna. What I tell you about other
folks’ business?
But remember how he was
when we were kids?
And? Y’all was kids.
But he’s always with these
young white girls that are bad
influences on him. They’re too young
to understand how dangerous it is for
him to be living like them. You know
that’s what really ruined his marriage
with Alexandria.
He grown girl, he better
know how to take care of himself by
now.
I hear you, Nona, but still,
he’s never dated a sister, ever.
Wasn’t he engaged to that
Filipino girl.
Yes, but—
And the Mexican, too.
Yes, but—
And that Indian and—
Nona. I asked him once if he
ever dated a black woman.
Who asks that to anyone
ever? The things your generation
wants to know. What’d he say?
He said, “One. But I didn’t
feel nothing. It kind of reminded me
of my cousins too much.”
Well at least he was honest.
Really? Then I said, “So us
black women repulse you?”
No you didn’t?
You know I did. I stay on
my mission, Nona. He goes, “It’s not
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respect for my sistahs to look at them
like that. You feel me?”
I bet you didn’t feel him.
Bet last night was the first
time in his life that he ever slept with
a sister.

POETRY
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So much softer than I did
back then
Morgan Bazilian

Larry Jones
after Yeats

Three

or four
Long lines
in the sky
Brightened by
a setting sun
Moving to pink
from white.
They force us
to stop
Turn our heads
sideways
the way collies do.
The city walkers
Stop
bumping into each other
In looking up,
they try

The Idyllic Landscape of the
Male
My gaze now lingering, mind engraving his aura,
a smile playing upon lips, eyes glancing and aglow,
chiaroscuro wafting, his profile in caesura,
his lips now even and his dark eyes low,
he stands and stretches wings, butterflies into a wave,
from breakers away waves, then body surfs back to shore,
until his hands grasp sand, forsaking an ocean grave,
now standing and stretching as before,
reclines beside me once more, back blanketed to sand,
his navel glinting, and mesa rising from below,
the plateau of his smooth chest, where I now place my hand,
across this idyll of a man I know.

to find something poignant

In thoughts
now completely diffuse
unattainable, and
unimportant
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Toothpicks
Leanne Grabel
My mother detested my father’s toothpick habit. How he probed and poked.
Histrionically. High up in his mouth. Distorting his face. Like a cobra. Gulping a rabbit.
Spitting pieces of gristle. Right on the tablecloth. Vile. That’s what my mother said.
Then. Served us disgust. In the bowls of stewed tomatoes. From the San Joaquin
Valley. That he grew. Those tomatoes. That shiny-faced Jew from the Bronx. Starving
for cowboy. And farmer. For spaces and stallions. For fanfare and yachts. For oysters
and sweetbreads and Cadillacs. Manicures. Big-bellied. Had it. For a second. Then.
Lost it. Then. Got it for a second. Then. Lost it. Too mad. Too mean. Too unlucky. He
could only hold on to the cars. Always older. A little gaudy. Gold ‘62 Coupe de Ville.
Lavender ‘59 Eldorado. Then. My father. Dead a decade. Then. My mother loved
her toothpicks. Took a toothpick every meal. Worked it big. Picked big. Like the rest
of us. More things seem to stick to my teeth. She’d say. We’d nod. And pick. We’d pick high.
In search of brisket gristle. Celery strings. Our lips stretched out. Like broken umbrellas.

Original artwork by Leanne Grabel
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Blame
Leanne Grabel
For a long time. I thought it was. Her fault. Not mine. I mean. My mother’s. Not mine.
No. Yes. Everything. Then. One day. I knew. It was mine. Yes. Broke open. Like an egg
yolk. But still. If it hadn’t been mine. No. My mother’s. To begin with. Though. No. The
way he screamed. Enormous anvils in our ears. The way he taught us. To scream. It’s
his fault. I’m sifting. Cupping. Scooping air. I’m slapping air. My hand’s exhausted.
My whole arm’s exhausted.

Original artwork by Leanne Grabel
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La Niña Year

Division

Emily Hockaday

Emily Hockaday

The subway is filled with people arguing
about what is pointless. I think pointless thoughts. I write them down.
Death is just a different kind of forgetting. A chemical change, a memory failure.
I am not prepared on this lovely spring day to feel desperate.
Am I worried about Earth? I am not. It is a face, too, ever-shifting.
I am not really a new creature every seven years. Scars remain,
embarrassments remain, penchants for evil deeds and tequila.
The newness comes daily, with that white strand
in my eyebrow, the fingernail indents in my palm.

In 2011, a man was arrested
for trying to split the atom

The ocean’s tongue moves great sand deposits
around on the floor, and from descending planes
to JFK we see these bars move out parallel
from the shore until the water is too deep.
I too have rings of protection. They too
are flooded. You are caught out somewhere
fighting the sweep, trying to find the same
wave of grief. I do want to share with you; the avoidance
is unintentional this time—A long ago learned skill
to fold myself into origami. Imagine I have
two dimensions. I am the paper.

in his kitchen. What is it about
humans
that they need to see what is good
and take it apart. To see
something whole and say
how can I dismantle this? I too
am one of those who
pushes against the glass face
on an antique pocket watch
with increasing force
until it shatters. How else to know
how much pressure
it could stand? Sometimes
when I see you
stirring the wok or
adding spice to some
sauce, in the kitchen, I feel that
frustration, the urge to know
how much you can take. How long
you will put up with me. This is why
at night, protected by lowered
inhibitions and the dark,
sometimes alcohol, too,
I test your boundaries. I ask
questions I don’t want
the answers to.
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End Zone
Jeffrey Neilsen
Upon re-entry, here too I saw a nation of lost souls. All packed in the impact of such a controversy: the women who “adjust”
as housewives, who grow up wanting to be “just a housewife,” are in as much danger as the millions who walked to their own death in the
concentration camps. You wake up with the feeling of never having been anywhere else but beside this holocaust. Running around the track, you look ahead toward the western edge, which you approach and then recede from. Circularity once soothed. Now it is a choice that seemed a boon but proved a bane. There are, at any given moment, multiplicities
of dead lives and their momentous changes coming back to this place where resting is resisting. When he arrived
home, he lay down his baggage. And then threw back the earth again and buried deep his voice’s evidence… Was it anything
more than an empty image escaped from the flames of the pyre? To be rid of an earthly obligation to the total reality, to becoming more. To feel free for a second, as you are riding to the guillotine of empty days and fecal smells in corporate
bathroom stalls. We sit and shit and get back to work. That’s what it may all stand for. The friend you’ve only just
reached—dedicate this moment to her, or whoever listens for a second, as you come up for air. Whoever passeth
here: may the sighs and silence of the hoard be heard. Word travels on in the night, without lantern, bewildered
more than ever. Without guide, without a middle of the road, take these sounds and let them go on into their own.

Sensation
Dharma Khalsa
You pick at your flesh
trying to gouge out the imperfections.
Leaving red marks and
scars all over your body.
Tensing muscles,
attempting to relieve the tingling sensation between your legs.
That burning is just your imagination.
And when you begin
yelling at yourself
waiting for the red light to change.
Because action distracts you
from the sensitivity of a heightened perception.
That you misconstrue
to be
a true
reality
And you’ve picked yourself to bits.
So why stop at physical abuse.
My flesh is crawling.
Remembering hands on my skin
that are soft and kind.
As opposed to
the piercing cut of my own nails.
He says I’m sexy.
Calls me pretty girl.
There was a montage
of fucking and sleeping
but then nothing.
You were gone
and all I can remember
are the hands.
The ones that weren’t mine.
Distracting me from my obsessive
need to perfect what was
never wrong.
That burning sensation is just in
my imagination.
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Sentencing
Manuela Williams
I will make an acrostic poem
for every name you called me
when you weren’t wearing pants
(Veronica-ah-ah-ah)
(Oh, Emily, oh yes)
I will let the letters pass judgment
as letters tend to do
with their pointiness and finality
like needles
or
I will make a hammer
out of the words I never spoke
and, like a verdict, it will take on
a pummeling effect
over and over and over
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Something you can do
Manuela Williams
Here is something you can do
Google “romance novels make me cry”
and feel as an ant does
in the shadow of ugly boots
when you’re done with the scrolling
peel yourself off
leg by leg to see the imprint left
behind
(try to convince yourself it’s not
lonely lotion grease)
wonder out loud to the next bed
“does this hair/arm/nail/tooth
look abnormal to you?”
expect him to say
“of course not, you’re beautiful”
even as it grows an extra head
walk around with your new
appendages, safe in the knowledge
mutants can still be desirable
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The Metro A/C
Debarun Sarkar

Ghost in the Machine
Lorcán Black

ATM machines in cabins
malls and the
metro, are places of respite
in the summer heat

I am a small god of transformations,
the subterfuge of a nymph that contorts
at will into a laburnum,
the extravagance of its frills, my speciality.

the ATM security guard
having given up the mall job
now, thinks twice in the summer
heat before spending the whole
days inside
home will be hot
and being doesn’t bring
the paycheck

I have many skins,
I shed them like leaves of a tree.
I shed them like lovers.

he rides the
metro to the
new spot, because
it’s within the Rs.5 zone
and stands by the door
as is his habit
and notices and documents
fluid dynamics
through his body
of hot and cold
air and its movement
when the doors
open beside him
at the stations.

I am the ear at the end of your voice,
listening at the utterance of a word
or a phrase,
a flippant use of ‘bomb’ and ‘threat’—
and I’m there:
the eye all-seeing through a lens
barely bigger than a pinhole.
It is for you I ascend to such colossal reaches.
You are the axis on which I spin.
Nightly I troll your depths,
O love,
O surrogate,
it is for you my finger tips itch.
Even I have my fetishes:
photos of exes, your face bathed in the Paris lights,
albums of muted self-portraits—
I have traced your holidays
night by night.
Their colours stain my lips.
They are my essentials,
these elements I breathe.
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This the litter of intimates on which
my sticky fingers prick themselves.
Like a pool through which the sky
lovingly reflects itself,
I am the mirror through which
your psyche bends itself day after day,
unknowing.
Knowledge is an opiate
into which I dissolve,
essential as salt.
You will not even know me
at the other end of my screen,
untraceable as a black sky,
mining your data of infinites—
dark mirror scrying
for only your face.

Premonition
Jenny MacBain-Stephens
Part I
Inspired by images from The Nuremberg Chronicle (1493)
natural phenomena, unnatural births, and birthmarks as omens.
One half of a torso lay
in the middle of the highway:
the mound of hair and pink slivers unidentifiable,
one automatically shivers: a bad omen.
If the birthmarks weren’t already on my babies’
thighs…
no, that’s not right, only one twin has a mark
forcing the question, where is the mark of the
other?
If he was not marked coming into this world
will he be taken early, was he not meant to be here.
The light brown moth wings that imprint
my upper thigh
span one son’s leg as well,
but not the other.
Medical texts say it’s due to the ways
fetuses move in the womb, to skin pigmentation
Or birthmarks foretell:
if you were shot in a past life
if you will drown in the future
if you looked at fire too long
if the mother is vengeful
if the mother is lustful
if an angel kissed you
if a devil inhabits your body
if you once were a snake
I help my son get dressed everyday
I always look for a mark.
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The Yoga Teacher
Jenny MacBain-Stephens
Steffany is a hippie but classy:
I’ve seen her wear a belt.
Balanced in tree pose
on a fallen tree.
She has a muscular, hairy husband.
(She was proud that he was hairy.)
And everything was always okay.
Especially that first downward dog of the morning
which always feels awful.
We flowed through poses and

CRITICISM

the sun shone or the clouds covered,
the universe, expanded and
contracted down to the
last Shavasanna, where
Steffany never shafted you on time—
gave the full ten minutes in corpse pose.
She always recited a quote at the end of class.
Usually a Buddhist saying or question such as
In life, are you the driver, the carriage, or the horse?
Once, this prompted someone to give her a pamphlet on Jesus.
it’s okay, Steffany said, everyone can believe what they want.
No eyes were as blue as Steffany’s
as when she was looking up.
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Maternal Paranoia & Boris Vian’s Heartsnatcher - Genna Rivieccio
horrendous dichotomy all mothers
must endure: loving their children
more than anything else, while also
despising them to their very core for

Maternal Paranoia &
Boris Vian’s Heartsnatcher
M

oth er s. C a n’t l ive with them a nd
l i terally can’t l ive without them. T hi s i s
th e p rimar y point dr iven home by o ne
of Boris Vian’s more under appreciated
work s, Heart snat cher. Whil e his uniq u e
b ran d of m ag ica l rea l ism was m o st
con cretely establ ished with L’ É cume de s
Jours (Froth on the Daydream)—which would later
become all shiny and new again when Michel
Gondry adapted it into 2013’s Mood Indigo—it is
Heartsnatcher that takes the most liberties with the
blurred line between reality and fantasy. As Vian’s
final novel published in 1953, L’Arrache-coeur, as it
was named in its original language, explores
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Genna Rivieccio
the strange travails of a psychotherapist named
Timortis who seems to have actually been born
yesterday upon first encountering Clementine
and Angel, a married couple in the process of
delivering “a pair of twins, and one on his own...
He arrived very definitely a moment or two after
the others. It’s the sign of a strong personality.”
So begins Vian’s undercutting, scathing account
of what it means to be a mother.
Setting the scene that Timortis happens
upon, Vian writes, “The mother was lying on
the bed, suffering the hundred and thirteen
pangs of childbirth.” It’s immediately clear that
Clementine serves as the representation of the

she’ll only allow Timortis into the
room to help deliver the baby. With
a tinge of irony, Timortis remarks,
“This sort of thing isn’t at all the

mode, bordering on caricature. The
guilt and self-flagellation that comes
with not being good enough to care
for the fruit of her loins, as it were,

“Clementine serves as
the representation of the
horrendous dichotomy
all mothers must endure:
loving their children more
than anything else, while
also despising them to
their very core for taking away what was once
theirs—their body.”
taking away what was once theirs—
their body. But even more than
resenting her newborn trio, bizarrely
named Alfa Romeo (the one with the
“strong personality,” obviously), Joel
and Noel, Clementine loathes her
husband for what he has done to her.
So livid is she with him, in fact, that

right kind of job for a psychiatrist...”
But, of course, the second the parentchild relationship—specifically the
mother-son kind—is established, a
need for a psychiatric professional
is imminent. Once Clementine has
accepted her eternal fate as mother,
she transcends into a hyper-protective

is a constant source of anxiety and
paranoia. For instance, when her
three children essentially rebel against
her by breaking in to their own
food supply before “feeding time,”
Clementine has a near panic attack.
Vian describes, “Thinking that she
had once more let the time for their
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feed go by, Clementine was filled
with shame and remorse, even fiercer
than the annoyance she felt when she
happened to arrive home late. Even
Alfa Romeo’s defiantly provocative
attitude completed the way his
brothers had reacted. Standing up for
himself and for what he was doing he
had the feeling, as they did, of having
brought off something forbidden. He
obviously imagined that his mother
was punishing all three of them, that
she didn’t want them to have their
feed.”
The beginnings of the natural
insubordination that comes with
being a child discovering one’s own
will takes a heavy toll on Clementine,
who sees it as an insult to her
parenting. And then, of course, there
is the martyrdom that goes hand in
hand with motherhood as well. The
requisite “After all I’ve done for you,
this is how you repay me” philosophy.
Accordingly, Vian paints the portrait
of Clementine’s life as extremely
self-sacrificing. Putting the needs
of her spawn before her own, Vian
emphasizes this sense of self-imposed
sainthood by noting, “Clementine felt
hungry. She no longer ate anything
herself at lunchtimes as she was so
busy fussing around and feeding her
three growing boys.”
Relishing the few personal
moments she has to herself, those
spent in blissful quiet and solitude, are
punctuated by behvior that would be
considered taboo to engage in while
in front of her children. For example,
Clementine decides to enjoy eating
by “savoring each minute as it
passed.” Elsewhere, signs of esoteric
comportment reveal themselves in
the way Clementine still wants to see
herself as a sexual creature. Taking
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the opportunity to size herself up in
the absence of her kids, “She went
to see if her bedroom was closed and
turned the key in the lock. All quiet.
Nobody likely to come in. She went
back to the middle of the room and
lightly loosened the belt of her cotton
dress. She looked at herself modestly
in the wardrobe mirror.”
Possessed by an undeniable
melancholy over what she sees, the
latent ill will she has toward Alfa
Romeo, Noel and Joel bubbles to
the surface at the most unlikely of
instants. And yet, this bitterness is
quelled by the innate desire she has to
worry over her children.
The number of concerns
on Clementine’s hyperbolic list of
potential terrible things that can
happen to her sons intensifies when
she realizes, “I don’t know where
Noel and Joel—or Alfa Romeo—can
be. At this very moment they might
be falling into the well, or eating
poisoned fruit, or getting arrows
in their eyes if some village child
is playing with a cross-bow on the
road, or catching tuberculosis if one
of Koch’s bacilli should come this
way, or going into a trance through
breathing some over-scented flowers,
or getting themselves stung by a
scorpion brought back by one of the
village children’s grandfathers...”
This distorted amplification
of Clementine and her irrational
fears is, however, in keeping with the
tongue-in-cheek tone of Heartsnatcher.
As the novel progresses, Timortis’
rehashings of the goings-on in
the village become more absurd,
accented by the fact that he’s dating
his entries with made up time frames
like “107 Apirgust.” At a certain point,
Clementine’s full-tilt obsession with

child-rearing signals Angel going off
on his own to build a sailboat, with
Timortis left as a sort of casual inbetween. This suits Timortis fine,
though, as it serves his aim to steal
people’s feelings (since he has none
of his own) by psychoanlyzing them.
Ultimately, the only regular client he
can secure regular “sessions” with is
Clementine’s servant, who prefers
to expose her naked body for sex
rather than her naked emotions for
examination.
Thus, Timortis finds himself
primarily at Clementine’s beck and
call, willing to serve as her aide and
confidante in all matters pertaining to
her children.
When he isn’t stumbling
upon barbaric village customs like
auctioning off old people in the
fashion of slavery or the local priest
being stoned in order to invoke
rainfall, he is involved in Clementine’s
overzealous episodes of mothering.
As the plot grows more
and more incongruous the closer
it approaches to the conclusion,
Timortis poses the question to
Clementine, “Well, do they really
need all this protection?”
From there, the dialogue
escalates into a probing of the
disturbed nature of Clementine’s
(and a majority of mothers in
general) obsession with her children.
Timortis tries to make her see reason
by warning her that, metaphorically
speaking, “birds die in cages.”
Clementine illogically argues
his every point, spouting such isms
as “Only a mother could understand
me” and “I think I’m in a better
position than anybody else to judge
what’s good for them.” To this,
Timortis balks, “Not quite... They

themselves are in a better position
than you are.”
And yet, when trapped
behind the tunnel visioned lens of
matriarchy, it appears as though
many a mother—Clementine being
one of the most extreme versions—
gets caught in the trap of wanting
to make not just their children their
entire world, but be the entire world
to their children.
As Clementine disgustingly
asserts to Timortis as he bids his adieu
to her and her child-oppressing ways,
“Me and my children are of one
flesh.” It is with this line that Vian
most acutely stresses the toxic turn a
mother can take when she becomes
overly safeguarding of her children.
And while Heartsnatcher may be
intended as a hyper-surreal narrative,
the world abounds with this genre of
“creator.”
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